
Locomotion in animals Homework  
test 2
Instructions for students: Follow your teacher's instruction. 
Also, you can  attempt this test online and see your result.

 

Solve online

S.No Column I Column II

1. Limbs are absent in
A) Birds
B) Snakes

2. Shell
A) Snail
B) Cockroach

3. Head, thorax and abdomen
A) Earthworm
B) Cockroach

4. Pneumatic bones are found in
A) Fishes
B) Birds

1. Terms related to locomotion in earthworm, snails, cockroch, birds, fishes and snakes  
(4 m.)

Match the following:

2. An activity to observe the movement and body design of fishes. (5 m.)

AIM:
To observe the movement and body design of fishes.

PROCEDURE:

● Observe the fishes in a fish tank in your house.
● If you don't have one visit your nearby aquarium shop and observe.
● Keenly note the design of its body (about its head, mid-portion and tail).
● Also observe its way of movement.
● Compare its movement and with humans.
● Make a brief note of observation on all these.

OBSERVATIONS:
Upload your document here

File attachment field

View solution

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=4yXnbS9MR0GXDhNLloKmRA&a=p
https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=4yXnbS9MR0GXDhNLloKmRA&a=p
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=32c5e734-1a0f-4dd7-ae62-307d254c1a26&twId=20950&ts=1666782326&sg=vDfuI5yJ-6qpw09DVXsgNh8ouEg1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=a276e9a1-f3f1-4d3f-94b5-622792177108&twId=20950&ts=1666782326&sg=1RBe730sK6cAtkSAWqvGFh2DaXk1


S.No Column I Column II

1. Limbs are absent in
A) Birds
B) Snakes

2. Shell
A) Snail
B) Cockroach

3. Head, thorax and abdomen
A) Earthworm
B) Cockroach

4. Pneumatic bones are found in
A) Fishes
B) Birds

3. Rearrange the letters to get the words related to locomotion in animals (2 m.)

Jumbled letters:

1. ignws

2. ngrdae

3. ontselek

4. sferthae

4. Terms related to locomotion in earthworm, snails, cockroch, birds, fishes and snakes  
(4 m.)

Match the following:

5. An activity to observe the movement and body design of fishes. (5 m.)
AIM:
To observe the movement and body design of fishes.
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● Observe the fishes in a fish tank in your house.
● If you don't have one visit your nearby aquarium shop and observe.
● Keenly note the design of its body (about its head, mid-portion and tail).
● Also observe its way of movement.
● Compare its movement and with humans.
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